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Abstract 
Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) is a technique for finding similarity in many sequences. This 

technique is very important to support many Bioinformatics task such as identifying Single Nucleotide 
Polymorphism (SNP), creating phylogenetic tree, and metagenome fragments binning. The simplest 
algorithm in MSA is Star Algorithm. This algorithm consists of aligning all possible pairs of sequences, 
finding a sequence Star chosen from sequence that has maximum alignment score, and aligning all 
sequences refered to the sequence Star. Each of pairwise alignments is conducted using dynamic 
programming technique. The complexity of DNA multiple sequence alignment using dynamic programming 
technique is very high. The computation time is increased exponentially due to the increasing of the 
number and the length of DNA sequences. This research aims to accelerate computation of Star Mutiple 
Sequence Alignment using Message Passing Interfaces (MPI). The performance of the proposed method 
was evaluated by calculating speedup. Experiment was conducted using 64 sequences of 800 bp Glycine-
max-chromosome-9-BBI fragments yielded by randomly cut from reference sequence of Glycine-max-
chromosome-9-BBI taken from NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information). The results showed 
that the proposed technique could obtain speed up three times using five computers when aligning 64 
sequences of Glycine-max-chromosome-9-BBI fragments. Moreover, the increasing of the number of 
computers would significantly increase speed up of the proposed method. 
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1. Introduction 

Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) is a technique for aligning multiple biological 
sequences [1] to find similarities and differences in the sequence [2]. MSA is used in 
phylogenetic analysis to assessing the origin of species. MSA is also used to search a single 
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) for molecular-based plant breeding genetics [3]. The growth of 
biological sequence databases makes the sequence alignment computation increase 
significantly [1]. 

The complexity of sequence alignment is O (LN), where L is the length of each 
sequence and N is the number of sequences [4]. The longer and the more sequences to be 
aligned the longer it’s computational time. The optimal time of sequence alignment is 
increased exponentially with increaseing of the number and length of sequences [5]. 

Methods or tools are needed to obtain optimal computational process. Previous study 
to optimize the computational sequence alignment used a dynamic programming algorithm 
with complexity of O (mn) by Zhou and Chen [6]. Other studies used a linear space algorithm 
for pairwise sequence alignment with the complexity of O (n) [7, 8]. Others used parallel 
computing with MPI [9] and GPU-CUDA [1, 3]. Parallel computing used to propose new 
clssification algorithm [12] and simulate properties of polymer chain [13] in other case of 
computational problem.  

In this research, parallel computing is utilized on clusters of computers known as 
Distributed Memory. This research tries to improve a previous work conducted by Sunarto 
which used star algorithms in parallel environment using MPI [9]. The previous research had 
limitation in scalability. In this research, we proposed a scallable distributed computing of DNA 
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Multiple Sequence Alignment. The new approach could handle more number of sequences 
and was also easily extended by increasing the number of resources used to compute multiple 
sequence alignment. 

  
 

2. Research Method 
2.1. Research Data 

In this research, we used the sequence of Glycine-max-chromosome-9-BBI obtained 
from NCBI (National Center for Biotechnology Information) [10]. Detailed research data is 
shown in Table 1. 

 
 

Table 1. Research data 
Gene Name Length (bp) Number 
Glycine-max-chromosome-9-BBI 811-850 64 

 
 
2.2. Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) with Star Algorithm 

Algorithms for MSA are actually developed based on probabilistic or heuristic 
approaches such as the Star method and the Progressive method [3]. This research used the 
Star method by improving and extending theprevious research conducted by Sunarto AA et al. 
In the Star alignment algorithm, there are 3 stages, including (i) calculating pairwise alignment 
scores from all possible sequence pairs, (ii) selecting a Star sequence which has the best 
alignment score, and (iii) aligning the Star sequence with other sequences [3, 9]. The illustration 
of multiple sequence alignment using the Star algorithm can be described as follows:      

For example, supposed we have DNA sequence data as follows: 
Seq 1 = ATGG 
Seq 2 = ATGC 
Seq 3 = ATCC 
Seq 4 = AGCG 
The first stage is calculating pairwise similarity scores from all possible sequences 

pairs. This stage has O( ) complexity where n is number of sequences. This stage begins by 
calculating the number of sequence pairs using Equation (1): 

 
(n-1) + (n-2) + …. + 1 or n(n-1)/2      (1) 
 
Where n is number of sequences. 
The next step is creating identity matrix containing the sequences, symbolized by Kn. 

Figure 1 shows the identity matrix. 
 
 

 Seq 1 Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 
Seq 1  K1 K2 K3 
Seq 2 K1  K4 K5 
Seq 3 K2 K4  K6 
Seq 4 K3 K5 K6  

 
Figure 1. Pairwise sequence identity matrix 

 
 
The results of the determination of DNA pairwise sequence are: 

K1 = Seq 1 (ATGG) and Seq 2 (ATGC) 
K2 = Seq 1 (ATGG) and Seq 3 (ATCC) 
K3 = Seq 1 (ATGG) and Seq 4 (AGCG) 
K4 = Seq 2 (ATGC) and Seq 3 (ATCC) 
K5 = Seq 2 (ATGC) and Seq 4 (AGCG) 
K6 = Seq 3 (ATCC) and Seq 4 (AGCG) 
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Each pair of sequences above is aligned using Needleman Wunsch algorithm. This 
algorithm uses dynamic programming approach to find global similarity of sequences. 
Needleman Wunsch algorithm consists of matrix initialization, filling the value of each cell matrix 
and tracing back. Similarity score of pairwise sequence is calculated using Equation (1) below: 
  

,     ,

  ,    

,

0

       (1) 

 
Where: 
 m is the row and n is the collumn. 
 A is a matrix of values for each cell is expressed as (A[m,n]) 
 S is the score of each cell is expressed as (S[m,n]), match score = 5 and unmatch 

score = -3 
 W expressed as gap alignment with value = - 4 

 
The calculation results of similarity scores for all pairs of sequences are shown in Figure 2. 

 
 

0 Seq 1 Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 
Seq 1 0 12 4 7 
Seq 2 12 0 12 7 
Seq 3 4 12 0 4 
Seq 4 7 7 4 0 

 
Figure 2. Sequence alignment similarity scores  

  
 
The second stage of star algorithm is selecting a Star sequence. A Star sequence was 

selected by comparing the sequence alignment similiartity scores of all sequences. A sequence 
with the best similarity score was chosen as a Star sequence. Next, the Star sequence was 
updated by aligning it to the other sequences. The complexity of this stage is O(n), where n is 
the number of sequences. Illustration of this stage is shown in Figure 3. 

 
 

0 Seq 1 Seq 2 Seq 3 Seq 4 
Accumulated 

Similarity Scores 
Seq 1 0 12 4 7 23 

* Seq 2 12 0 12 7 31 
Seq 3 4 12 0 4 20 
Seq 4 7 7 4 0 18 

 
 

Star Sequence = Sequence 2 ( A T G C ) 
 

Seq 2 
Seq 1 
Seq 3 
Seq 4 

 
New Star Sequence = Sequence 2 ( A T G C – ) 

 
Figure 3. Selecting a Star sequence 

 

Realignment for the updated Star sequence 
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The third stage of star algorithm is realignment. This stage is realigning the Star 
sequence to others sequences by using dynamic programming technique. Complexity is O(n), 
where n is the amount of sequences. IIlustration for realignment is shown in Figure 4. 

 
Seq 2 ( A T G C - ) 
Seq 1 ( A T G G   ) 
Seq 3 ( A T C C   ) 
Seq 4 ( A G C G  ) 

 
 

 
A T G C –  
A T G – G 
A T – C C 
A – G C G 

 
Figure 4. Realignment 

 
 
2.3 Parallelization MSA with Message Passsing Interfaces (MPI) 

In this research, we used Foster’s Methodology for implementing parallel programming. 
This methodology consists of partitioning, communication, agglomeration and mapping stage 
[8]. Parallelization was conducted for computing pairwise similarity scores. The calculation 
began by dividing the sequence pairs into multiple processes (threads) symbolized by K1, K2 
... Kn. In the case when the amount of computers is equal to the amount of processes, each 
process will be allocated to each computer. If Pk is a computer for k = 1,2,...n this allocation 
can be defined as P1 = K1, P2 = K2 ... Pn = Kn. Unfortunately the number of sequence pairs is 
often larger than the number of computers. Sequence pairs which has not been allocated yet 
must wait until the previous process has been completed. Allocation of processes (threads) 
when the number of sequence pairs are more than the number of computers or when Kn > Pn 
can be described in Figure 5. 

 
 

K1

P1

K2 K3

P3P2

K4

P1

Wait.. K5

P2

K6

P3

Kn

Pn

T1 Done T2 Start

Merger Process (T1) Merger Process (T2) (Tn)

 
Figure 5. The distribution of processes when the number of sequence pairs are more than the 

number of computers or Kn > Pn 
 
 

Illustration of data distribution of DNA sequence with MPI can be seen in Figure 6. In 
this research, comunication of MPI used point to point communication with a blocking send and 
receives operations. Parallelization scheme for MSA is to assign a computer as the data divider 
and other computers as data processors. A data divider called rank 0  distributed sequence 
pairs using MPI_Send()  to other computer as data processors (Figure 7). Data processors 
which were symbolized by the rank 1...n received sequence pairs using MPI_Recv() (Figure 8). 
Next, each data processors conducted pairwise sequence alignment to compute pairwise 
similarity scores in parallel. The calculation results of each data processor were transmitted to 
data divider (rank 0) by using MPI_Send(). Data divider with rank 0 received the similarity 
scores using MPI_Recv() command and completing the MSA process by selecting a Star 
sequence and realigning all sequence to the Star sequence  

The results of the sequence alignment 
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Figure 6. Illustration the distribution of sequence data with MPI 

 
//MPI initialization 
MPI_Init(&argc, &argv); 
MPI_Comm_rank (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &rank);//Computer initialization 
MPI_Comm_size (MPI_COMM_WORLD, &p_size);//Initialize the number of computers 
 
If rank == 0 { 
  c = ((js*js)-js)/2; // Calculate the many pairwise sequences 
  p_bts = p_size-1; // Limit Number of Computers 
  p=1; // Limit Number of computers for processing data (other than rank 0) 
  for (i=1; i<=js-1; i++){ 
    for (j=i+1; j<=js; j++){ 
      us1 = i-1; // Initialization the order of sending data sequence 
      us2 = j-1; // Initialization the order of sending data sequence 
      MPI_Send (&c, 1, MPI_INT, p, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (&SIZE, 1, MPI_INT, p, 3, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (&p_bts, 1, MPI_INT, p, 5, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (&us1, 1, MPI_INT, p, 6, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (&us2, 1, MPI_INT, p, 7, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (s[us1], SIZE+1, MPI_CHAR, p, 8, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      MPI_Send (s[us2], SIZE+1, MPI_CHAR, p, 9, MPI_COMM_WORLD); 
      p++; 
if (p>p_bts){p=1;} // Looping sequence data sending besides to rank 0 
     } 
   } 
} // Tutup rank 0 
 
 

Figure 7. Source code data divider 
 
If rank <> 0 { 
  MPI_Recv(&c, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 1, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
  MPI_Recv(&SIZE, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 3, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
  MPI_Recv(&p_bts, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 5, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
  p=1; 
  for (h=0; h<=c-1; h++){ 
  if (rank==p){ 
    MPI_Recv(&us1, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 6, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
    MPI_Recv(&us2, 1, MPI_INT, 0, 7, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
    MPI_Recv(s[us1], SIZE+1, MPI_CHAR, 0, 8, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
    MPI_Recv(s[us2], SIZE+1, MPI_CHAR, 0, 9, MPI_COMM_WORLD, &status); 
  } 
} //end rank <> 0 
 

 
Figure 8. Source code data processors 

Dividers 
data 

Processing 
of data 
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3. Results and Analysis 
This research used 5 computers with spesification Intel Core CPU i3-3220@3.30GHz 

with 4 CPU cores, 8 GB of RAM memory. A whole genome data with FASTA format of Glycine-
max-chromosome-9-BBI was divided randomly into some numbers of sequences such as 3, 4, 
8, 12, 14, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 44, 48, 52, 56, 60 and 64 sequence. Testing evaluation 
was conducted in 3, 4 and 5 computers. 
 
3.1. Results 

The evaluation results was described in Figure 9-11. Figure 9 showed the performance 
of our proposed method in term of execution time.  
 
 

 
 

Figure 9. the execution time in various number of sequences 
 
 
The result of sequence alignment computation showed that the parallel computation 

time was faster than the sequential computation time. Figure 9 showed the difference in 
computation time of data FASTA Glycine-max-chromosome-9-BBI with the length of 811-850 
basepair. Using 3, 4 and 8 sequences the computational time was only slightly different. 
However, with the incresing of the number of sequences the computational time was 
significantly different.  

 
3.2. Analysis 

The performance analysis or evaluation of this proposed method  was conducted by 
calculating speedup [11]. Speedup can be obtained by using Equation (2). 
 

Speedup           (2) 

Description:  
Ts = Sequential execution time  
Tp = Parallel execution time 

 
The results of the parallel computing with 3, 4 and 5 PC (Personal Computer) showed 

that increasing of the number of computers (PCs) affected the parallel execution time. Parallel 
computational speedup increased as the number of computers was increased. Plot of parallel 
computing speedup for 3, 4 and 5 PCs were shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. The speedup of parallel computing in various number of sequences  
 
 
The other metric for showing the parallel performance is efficiency. Increasing the 

number of processors decreased the value of efficiency, and conversely an increase in the size 
of data will increase the efficiency [14]. The constant efficiency value indicates that the 
performance of a parallel system is scalable to the size of the data. Scalable parallel systems 
means the system is able to maintain performance with increasing number of processors [14] to 
process the data in a certain size. Efficiency is calculated using Equation (4). The results of 
efficiency calcucaltion in this study can be seen in Figure 11. 

 

Ef iciency
         (4) 

Limitation efficiency value is 1 / p < efficiency <1  
 

Description:  
S (n) = Speedup of parallel computing  
p = Many processors

  
 

 
 

Figure 11. Efficiency of parallel computing in various number of sequences 
 
 
Figure 11 showed that the use of 3, 4 and 5 processor were scalable in processing data 

with the length of 811-850 basepair and the number of sequence of 32-64. This efficiency will 
increase when the size and the length of sequence increased with increasing of the number of 
processor. 
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4. Conclusion 
Parallel computing using MPI is recommended for MSA. This study show that the speed 

up of using MPI in distributed environment for conducting MSA was incresed by increasing the 
size and the number of DNA sequences aligned. The trend of efficiency was almost constant 
when using 56 of sequences or more. This tendency indicated that this method was scalable to 
the size of data.  

Future research can be conducted by using the larger size of data sequence and 
increase the number of processors to improve the speedup and efficiency of parallel computing 
for MSA. In this research, pairwise sequence alignment was conducted in sequential 
computation. In future, we could conduct hybrid computing by conducting  the paiwise sequence 
alignment in parallel using MPI and CUDA GPU to increase speed up significatly. 

. 
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